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of Mayer, the total mass of the meteors falling into the sun
annually must be about one-fifteen millionth of the sun's
mass. Owing to the sun's immense size this quantity of
meteoric material would also be relatively large. The
presence of so much dust near the sun should influence the
revolution of the nearest planets, such as Mercury.
Thomson afterwards quoted Le Verrier's discovery that
Mercury experiences an unexplained perturbation which
might be due to meteoric matter circulating near the sun.
He showed that the amount of meteoric matter postulated
by Le Verrier to produce this effect was far too little to be
sufficient to replenish the sun's heat. It is interesting to
note that the explanation of this perturbation of Mercury
was first given by Einstein and is one of the classical proofs
of the theory of relativity.
In 1854 Helmholtz published his theory of heating by
gravitational condensation. According to this theory the
source of the sun's heat might be the contraction of the
sun's material. As the particles of the sun's matter become
packed closer together work must be done by the mutual
force of gravitation which pulls them together. This work
will be transformed into heat, so there will be a release of
heat within the sun. On this principle the sun must con-
tract about one-thousandth of its diameter in order to
provide heat for twenty thousand years at the present rate
of dissipation. Thomson showed that a combination of this
result with a consideration of the specific heat of the sun's
material indicated that the temperature of the sun must fall
by 100° C. in a time not less than seven hundred, or greater
than seven hundred thousand years. He concluded that
the sun has illuminated the earth probably for less than one
hundred, and certainly for less than five hundred million
years. What then was to be thought about geological esti-
mates which allowed three hundred million years for an
action such as the denudation of the Weald? In 1865 he
published a short paper entitled The Doctrine of Uniformity
in Geology Briefly Refuted. He showed that if the earth had
been losing heat at its present rate for the last twenty
thousand million years the total amount of heat lost would

